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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a semi-infinite approach for linear programming in the presence
of fuzzy random variable coefficients. As a byproduct a way for dealing with optimization
problems including both fuzzy and random data is obtained. Numerical examples are
provided for the sake of illustration.
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I Introduction

Several problems which can be cast into a linear programming frajnework involve both

statistical uncertainty and informational and intrinsic imprecision. The simplistic way,

consisting in replacing arbitrarily uncertain and imprecise data by fixed ones, leads to

bad caricatures of the reality. Let me quote Feynman / I / in this connection: "When

dealing with a mathematical model careful attention must be paid to imprecision in data".

Probability and fuzzy sets theories offer ways for constructing metaphors that represent

aspects of uncertainty and imprecision. These theories have been extensively applied to

solve decision problems in turbulent environments.

Nevertheless, the problem of combining both uncertainty and imprecision in an opti-

mization setting has not received the attention it merits. See for instance Czogala /2 / ,

/ 3 / where the concept of probabilistic set is exploited, Yazenin /4/ , Roubens and Teghem

/ 5 / where comparison between fuzzy and stochastic approaches is discussed without any

attempts for integration and Luhandjula /6 / where a laconic discussion on flexible pro-

gramming with random data is presented.

The purpose of this paper is to describe an approach for solving a linear program

with fuzzy random variabte coefficients. The main idea behind this approach is to convert

the original problem into a stochastic program so that techniques of stochastic optimiza-

tion can apply. The conversion is made via semi-infinite optimization as described in

Luhandjula et al. /7/-

As a byproduct we obtain a mean for solving a linear program in the presence of

both fuzzy and random variables. Such a situation arises for instance, when components

of the second member of a linear program represent demands which are random while

coefficients of the technological matrix are given by experts who present them as fuzzy

numbers in a way to couple their perceptions with hard statistical data.

As a matter of fact by fuzzifying and randomizing the involved random and fuzzy

data respectively, the problem can be put in terms of a linear program with fuzzy random

variables and the method described in this paper applies.

In Section II we briefly define a fuzzy random variable. Section III is devoted to an

approach for solving a linear program with fuzzy random variable coefficients. Section

IV is concerned with the problem of combining fuzzy and random variables in a linear

programming framework. Numerical examples are included for the sake of illustration.

The paper ends with some concluding remarks together with prospects for the future
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of fuzzy stochastic optimization.

II Fuzzy random variable

A fuzzy random variable is a mathematical description of a fuzzy stochastic phenomenon.

This concept was first introduced by Kwakernaak /8 / .

An interested reader may consult /9-11/ and /13/ where important properties of fuzzy

random variables are recorded.

In the following, we restrict on notations used in /13/.

Definition Consider a probability space ( Q , / \ P). A fuzzy random variable on this

space is a fuzzy set-valued mapping:

h n - FO(U) ,

such that for each Borel set B and for every a € (0,1):

xJ (B) = {u, e to/XZ cf i}ef

where F0(IR) and X° stand for the set of fuzzy numbers with compact supports and the

a-level set of the fuzzy set Xw respectively.

The following result is crucial for the remaining of this paper.

Theorem 1 X >s a fuzzy random variable if and only if given w 6 fi, X° is a random

interval Vo € (0,1].

Proof Let

and

It is clear that:

Jt-(w) = inf [x € R; Xw(x) > a}

X+{w)=* sup {* e l l ; *„(*)>«} .

X«=\x;(U),X*(u>)] .

Let us now show that X~(w) and X*(ui) are random variables.

For any x € I t and any a € (0,1) we have:

We have also:

I l l Linear programming with fuzzy random vari-
able coefficients

Consider the following mathematical program:

(P)
max ex

i e /fln, w e n

where (ajj)u,, (h)u are fuzzy random variables defined on a probability space (fi, F, P) the

possibility distribution of which are:

respectively.

(P) can be merely written:

x > o, u € n

where A^ and bw are mxn and m x l matrices, the joint possibility distribution of which

are f l ^ and II^ respectively.



In the sequel

Put

and define:

denote support of Au, support of &„ respectively.

by the formula;

«(/{«)) = «(*i(«), *»(«)) = min(niift,(*,(w)),nfc1,(*,(u»))) .

It is clear that u{t(ij)) is the degree of compatibility of ti(bj) S 7\w and fg(u) G Tiu, with

restrictions defined by 11^ and 11^ respectively.

Consider now a subdivision T™ » = l , . . . ,p + lofZL defined as follows:

C = {*H e T /̂a;-! < u(t) < Qi]

where a<(i = 0, • - -, p + 1) are real number such that;

0 = OTQ < Qi < . . . < ap < a p + i = 1 .

Observe that we have:

where

' = K X baj

/, x denote ensemblist difference and Cartesian product respectively and m" is the a-level

cut of the fuzzy set m.

Furthermore, by Theorem 1, (A™'); and (&"'), are families of Cartesian product of

random intervals and random variables respectively.

Consider real numbers (Si)i=\l..,f such that:

0 = 6 p + i < 6 p < . . . < 6 l

chosen to allow some leeways on constraints containing t(u) € Tu which are less compatible

with restrictions defined by IIj^ and 11^.

Consider now the following mathematical program:

(P')

> 0,

where

A feasible action for {P') meets feasibility requirements of the original program (P) for

most favourable circumstances (<(w) € T£p*'). In addition, strong violations of feasibility

requirements are tolerated for less favourable circumstances (t(u) € T£*). Intermediary

situations are also taken into account by accepting more or less violations of the feasibility

according to the value of u(t(u>)).

So (P') can be regarded as a stochastic counterpart of the original fuzzy stochastic

program.

Theorem 2 The mathematical program (P') is equivalent to the following program:

E t °tf'{ i=\,m

(P")

are right and left endpoints of random intervals:where

and

respectively. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Proposition 6 in /7/ .

Observe that (P") is a stochastic linear program and according as previsional or deci-

sional option is chosen, the wait and see or the here and now attitude can be adopted.
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Assume now that we have a decisional option in sight and that i^j ak(ui),k = 1 , . . . ,

i = l ,m; j = l ,n are deterministic, then we can apply the chance constrained program

ming approach. In this case (P") can be written:

(P"')

Prob [S * fej - 4 < Ui "'(w)] >

t = 1, m; fc = 1,.. . ,ap + i

x > 0, w e f i

(P'") is equivalent to the following program (Vajda /12/):

i = l,m; fc = 1, op + 1 , i j > 0

where

^°* denoting the repartition function of the random variable ij,*(w) and 0 some prescribed

level. The resulting problem is then a linear program and existing packages may be used

to find a solution of the problem.

For the general case, the two stage programming approach seems more appropriate.

The idea behind this approach (Vajda /12/) is to pay a penality for any violation of a

constraint.

Let gft be the penality for a unit of discrepancy between:

#(u>) and E(7$H^-fc .

Introduce now the following variables:

S ^(U)XJ - it — 'f'(w) if this quantity is postive

0 otherwise.

The resulting problem is then:

max ex-E (Eg? yf"{w)}

(P1V)

j,?*(w) = E [Uij a*(u)x3 -6k

x > 0; y?*(w)>0 i = l,m;

where £ denotes the mathematical expectation.

Numerical example 1

Consider the mathematical program:

*>0

where A and 1 are 2 x 2 and 2 x 1 matrices respectively.

Components of these matrices are fuzzy random variables defined on a discrete sample

ft = (wi,Wa) as follows:

'I i \ (^

1

^ 2/ \i,

where p(t>i) = 0.25,p(w3) = 0.75 and m denote a triangular fuzzy number with the

following membership function:

0 if t < m - l
x- (m- l ) if J6]ni-l,m]

- i + (m + l) if x e ] m , m + l]
0 if x > m + 1

Let 0 = a0 < 0.4 = Qi < 0.6 = a2 < 0.8 = a3 < 1 = «4 and 0 = *4 < 0.01 = S3 <

0.02 = 63 < 0.03 = ^ . And suppose gf* = l;gf = 2,gfl = 3. The program (PIV)

corresponding to this example is then:

.752/212 + 0.5ym

Subject to



ym = 1.2xi + l-2ij - 2.81
y2i3 = 2.2xi + 1.2x5 - 3.81

y!23 = 1.2xi +3.2 i 2 -4 .81

J M = 1.2x, + 2.2ia - 3.81

Viu = 1.4a:, + 1.4z2 - 2.62

V2i2 = 2-4xi + l-4ij - 3.62

yi22 = 1.4xi + 3.4x2- 4.62

ya3j = 1.4x! + 2.4x2 - 3.62

j/u, = 1.6ii + 1.6i, - 2.43

j(2ii = 2.6i! + 1.6x2 -3 .43

3/12, = 1.6xi +3.6x2-4.43

Vm = 1.6x1+2.6x2-3.43

x, > O.jta = j / ,K)Q" > 0;f = 1,2,1 = 1,2,* = 1,3.

The solution of this linear program is Zi = 1.34, zj = l,yU3 = 0,y2i3 = 0.34,3/112 =

0.658,1/5,, = l.S/iii = 1-31,3/M1 = 1-65; j/211 = 1-65, y m = 0,jij23 = 0,y]22 = 0.658, y22i =

0.658,1/12! = 1.316; ynl — 1.316. Then (1.34, 0) may be considered as a solution of the

original problem according to desiderata of the Decider expressed by his choice of i,- and

IV LINEAR PROGRAMMING WITH FUZZY AND
RANDOM DATA

Consider now a linear program where both fuzzy and random data co occur:

min ex

(PFS)

S 5 j j i j < &v, i = l , m

Xj>0

where 5,-j are random coefficients and h fuzzy ones. Random coefficients can be fuzziRed

as follows:

The membership function of this (degenerate) fuzzy random variable is:

f 0 if t ^ flii(w)

1,1 if < = a , »

8

We can also randomize fuzzy quantities J>; by considering them as a (degenerate) fuzzy

random variable ii defined through the function:

{ fcj if u = «0

0 if w0

where w0 € £), and p(u?o) = 1 •

Replacing 6,-j and 6; by their corresponding degenerate fuzzy random variables, (PSF)

is a linear program with fuzzy random variable coefficients and the approach described in

Section III applies.

Numerical example 2

min2xi + x2

A = and 6 =

**2lXl + fl22Xj ^ 62

*i > 0;x2 > 0

where

2 1

1 3

1 2

where p(u>i) = 0.25,p(uJj) = 0.75 and 5,4 fuzzy numbers defined as in example 1.

After randomizing fuzzy quantities and fuzzifying random ones, and assuming inde-

pendence of random variables, the resulting program is:

2̂23 + 0.7 2 + 2.25zi22

0.62211 +

subject to:

•Sii3 — x i — x 2 = —4.81

Z2\z — 2 i i — X2 — —3.81

^123 — i i — 3 x j = —4.81

^233 - Xl - 2 l 2 = - 3 . 8 1

«ns — X\ — x2 = —4.62

z m - 11 - 3x2 = -4 .62

T



22i2 - 2xi - xj = -3.62
Z223 — S| — 2X2 = —3.62

sin - x 1 - z 1 = -4.43

*m - 2xi - i j = -3.43

1̂21 — xi — 3xj = —4.43

«22i - x, - 2x2 = -3.43

XJ >O,ZM > 0

where 2 i r t = E5ii(u;<)OlXj - 6* - ij"(wo).

The solution of this program is:

xx = 4.81,i2 = 0,*i,3 = 0,*j ]3 = 5.8, zn3 = 0,*M3 = l , s m = 0.19, zn2 = 6,1122 =

0.19, zM2 = 1.19,2m = 0.38, z2n = 6.19,2m = 0.38, z2il = 1.38.

Hence (4.81, 0) is the solution of the original program according to desiderata of the

Decider expressing by choices of 5j and g°*.

V Concluding remarks

In this paper we have discussed ways to incorporate fuzzy random variables into a lin-

ear programming setting. It is has been shown that this problem can be reduced to a

stochastic program via semi-infinite optimization. A Bienayme Chebycheff like inequality

is desirable for fuzzy random variables. Under such an inequality the original program can

be put into a fuzzy program if supports of variances of involved fuzzy random variables

are small.

The method described in this paper offers an opportunity for combining both fuzzy

and random data in an optimization context by considering them as degenerate fuzzy

random variables.

The choice of a* can be thought of as a way to discretize the interval [0 1]; the more p

is large the more we have a fine discretization and the more we have a faithful description

of the reality.

As regards Sj and gfk, their choice reflects Decider's points of view vis-a-vis to fuzzi-

ness and randomness which are in the state of affairs. By this way the approach offers

room for working in close relation with the Decider, a requirement which is unavoidable

in decision making under a turbulent environment.

Nevertheless it IB desirable to use techniques of multipar&metric programming in a

way to help the Decider by providing him bounds for 6,. Observe that the size of the
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resulting problem is bigger than that of the original problem. This is, in our opinion, the

price to pay for refusing to caricature badly the original problem by replacing arbitrarily

imprecise data by precise ones.

The approach described in this paper focuses on discrete fuzzy random variables and

on combining fuzzy number with discrete random variables. Topics for further inquiries

include extension to continuous fuzzy random variables and extensions to situations where

both fuzzy numbers and continuous random variables are to be mixed in a linear program-

ming framework.
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